
Ordering & Production Management 
System (OPMS)

Why Choose Us?

Struggling to keep up with CML 
Production, Inventory and Order 
Management?

We have the solution. 
The Workpulse Ordering and Production Management 
system powered by PAROS provides a platform for CMLs  to 
manage the various stages in the manufacturing process and 
product life cycle efficiently.

Get complete visibility on production, order management, 
costing, wastage, and delivery with easy-to-use solution.

We have leveraged technology to help run CMLs 
smoothly and be profitable for over 15 years. 

Get a simple and easy to use interface that requires no 
training to use.

We offer an integrated system to tackle your CML 
challenges and meet your production, recipe, inventory, 
distribution, and accounting needs.

OPMS can easily be configured according to your brand 
standards and needs.

Eliminate errors in orders completely by 
giving control to your stores to order online 
from any device, anytime.

Stores can auto generate Par level or 
forecast orders.
Manage credit requests online, be more 
efficient and save time.

Order Management

Accurate Costing 

Accurate product costing is critical for the 
survival and success of your business. 

Track your costs from the moment you 
receive the raw materials to the delivery of 
the finished products.

Key Performance Metrics

Look at information the way you want.

All reports are built on a powerful reporting 
engine, giving you ad hoc capability. 
Export key reports to csv or excel, pdf, 
print or email.
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We Help Your CML 

become more e�cient 

and pro�table!
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Smoother Management 
Cost Analysis & Control

Run your production and manage inventory easily.

OPMS has been developed to allow you to remain focused on your primary responsibility

 – the production.

OPMS lets you quickly review production orders, raw material (ingredient) requirements, inventory 

levels, and provides you a production manifesto that is broken down in optimal batch sizes based on 

throughput rates/capacities of your various equipment.

Manage new, discontinued, seasonal products.

CML, DCP and other vendor catalogs.

Price changes.

Marketing and new product introduction.

Maintain recipes and multi-level recipes.

Cost or yield change in product affects all 
related products.

For each production batch based on recipe for 
each product and various production processes 
products easily.

Recipe ManagementGlobal Item Management

Visit us at www.workpulse.com

Production and finishing reports based on orders and routes/stops.

Identify and setup minimums, maximums, rounding controls at the vendor levels.

Set up waste factor to automatically adjust the production.

Configure batch size for mixing to generate batch mixing reports.

Record batch mixing temperatures and processing time.

Manage production lists, add/substitute/delete products.

Production Management
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Real time ending inventory.

Integration with DCP invoices.

Compare ideal to actual food cost. 

Material requirement planning.

Manage your Food and Yield Variance.

Inventory Management

Eliminate manual entry errors and save time, perform full inventory counts using a tablet 
or phone.

Order Picking is more accurate and requires less rework and effort using our mobile app.
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Agile Order Management
  
Reduced Labor Costs

Easily manage your bakery/location ordering 
anywhere, anytime and on any device.

OPMS solution will take your CML and retail locations to higher level of profitability and 

efficiency.

Forecast orders days ahead for better planning 
with usage history.

Exclude a day from forecast.

View usage history and items with zero waste 
on a forecasted order.

Reports to help reduce wastage and meet 
merchandising standards.

Auto ship products to introduce new products 
to stores.

Generate invoices seamlessly.

Accommodate and invoice pickup customers.

Sales Orders Forecasting

Auto generate orders to help with forecasting.

User friendly ordering screen to easily 
place/review/edit orders before cutoff time.

Easily place special orders for one off order and 
exclude it from forecast.

Easy to use online credit resolution.

Exclude location specified blackout dates.

Manage your in-store bakery prep and waste 
easily.

Online Ordering and Credit Resolution

Enterprise level reporting for production, 
finishing, packing and invoicing.

Setup email profiles to have weekly reports 
emailed automatically on a weekly close.

Menu analysis to help with costing and pricing 
of current and new products.

Manage your food and yield variance with 
inventory insights.

Enter weekly payroll and monthly fixed expense 
to generate weekly CPD (Cost Per Dozen).

Flash profit and loss on monthly/weekly basis.

Analytics and Reporting

OPMS automates and provides a simple easy to use interface, intuitive interface to help your 

managers place CML and in-store orders with great ease and control and less work than ever.
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Ordering
Keep your stores happy and provide convenient 
ordering with an easy-to-use solution to review/edit 
orders, enter waste and request credit.

Order Picking
Optimize order picking process and manage all 

deliveries efficiently. Our solution ensures higher 
pick rates, fewer errors and far less order

Picking re-work.
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You can prioritize information and ensure critical news gets read by all as soon as they log in. You 

can also customize the notifications to disappear once it has been viewed. This helps to keep only 

relevant notifications for the user. 

Our News and Broadcast solution provides a simple, fast, and effective way to communicate all 

updates to the employees directly. With Workpulse Knowledge, you can build, customize and 

update all training content as per your brand standards.

Broadcast Information 
Prioritize Communication

Broadcast brand information and updates 
in real time 

Ensure all critical messages get viewed by 
making it mandatory for users to view the 
information before proceeding further

Enable disappearing notifications to reduce 
clutter and ensure only relevant information 
is available to the users 

Create and schedule communication 
directly to all the users in the organization 

Create rich snippets with links, images or 
attachments for easy viewing

Customize the delivery of information by 
selecting employees by title 

Categorize the content for allowing users to 
browse the information later

Communication Prioritization 
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